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INTRODUCTION
The importance of education especially in the third
world countries cannot be
overstressed.
Hence all countries commit
sizeable proportions of their resources to education provision/
development in the belief that
rapid quantitative and qualitative
expansion of educational opportunities holds the basic key to
nationaldevelopment. ln all developing countries in general and

Nigeria in particular, highly
skilled workersiprofessionals
are needed in all sectors of the
economy. ln addition, majority
of persons (both rich and poor)
have exerted and are still exerting tremendous political pressure on their government for the
expansion of school places.
Most poor parents (rightly or
wrongly) regard education as an
escape root from poverty. This
view is further strengthened by
the inordinate ambition of persons to acquire the needed certificate to enable them have access to secure and well-paid
jobs in an environment where
the singular most important determinant of job places is the
certificate.
Education is a major instrument for economic and social development. lnvestment in
education leads to the accumulation of human capital, which is
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the key to sustained economic
growth and increasing income.
Education contributes to poverty
reduction by increasing the productivity of labour, reducing fertility and improving health, and
by equipping people to participate fully in the economy. Furthermore, education contributes
to the strengthening of the institutions of civil society and national capacity building, thus,
education recognised is a critical element in economic and
social policies (World Bank
1990;1995)

This popular views of
educaiton combine to produce
the pressure on government to
invest more in the sector. ln Nigeria within the last twenty-five
years (even during the military
era, apart from defence expenditures) budgetary allocation to
education was higher than for
any other sector of the economy.

Government investment
in education can be justified on
several counts: it can reduce inequality, open opportunities for

the poor and disadvantaged,
compensate for market failures
in lending for education, and
make information about the benefits and accessibility generally
available (World Bank, 1995).

The rate of high demand for
school places and the seeming
inability of government on individual basis to meet this de-
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mand, warranted in part, the
coming together of some state
governments to join together in
the provision of school places.
lnvestment in education
can be viewed at two levels: private and public. lndividualfamilies invest in the education of
their wards because of the private benefits derivable from such
investment. On the other hand,

society invests in education in
order to achieve multiple objectives that are a combination of
both private and social returns.
INTER.GOVERNM ENTAL GO.

OPERATION AND RELATIONS:
nter-governmental cooperation can be defined as the
permutation and combinations
of relations among the units of
I

government. The emphasis

is

usually on institutional and financial interaction. The degree and
level of IGC that takes place in
any country is never constant, it
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changes from time of time. A
time was in Nigeria when the cooperation and relations between
different levels of government

were of suspicion and acrimony. During the third republic
in Nigeria, the relations and cooperation between the federal
and the other two tiers of government, and that between the
state and local governments
were based essentially on

which political party was

in

power at which level. lt was not
between the National Party of
Nigeria (NPN) controlled Federal Government and the states
and local governments that were
controlled by the NPN, but between the Federal Government
and the states as well as the
Local Governments that were
controlled by other political parties most especially the Unity
Party of Nigeria (UPN). 'lt was

not uncommon to find other
states controlled by parties (not
the NPN) ganging up against the
federal government. During the

military regime, (particularly
Babangida's and Abacha's regimes), the relationship was
more cordial more so when the
local government for the first
time in the history of Nigeria had
what could be called true local
autonomy.

Although the levels of

since IGR's emphasis is on domestic rather than diplomatic relations, it excludes the relationship between two sovereign
states.
While there are two levels of intergovernmental relations in unitary state, there are
six levels of inter-governmental
relations in a federation. These
include:
(l) National - State relations
(ii) National - State - Local Relations
(iii) National - Local Relations
(iv) lnter-state Relations.
(v) State - Local Relations.
(vi) lnter Local Relations.

Since our emphasis in
paper
is on lnter-state dethis
velopment cooperation, we shall
limit our discussion of IGR to lnter - state relations. lt must be
noted that the nature of lnterstate relations and cooperation
that it entails, is a function of the
degree of diversity between the

peoples who compose the
states concerned. ln a case
where there is an uneven distribution of resources (both human and material), the wealthier
state(s) in the lnter-state cooperative arrangement tend(s) to
protect its (their)wealth against
the less - wealthy state(s). This
might account for one of the ra-

tionale in advocating for

a

intergovernmental relations are
more in a federal arrangement,
it would be a mistaken assumption that inter-governmental relations (lGR) can only be meaningfully discussed in the context

strong-centered federation by
the less - wealthy state(s). We
may hypothesise that cooperation for development between
two or more states in a federation may be built on a fragile

of a federal arrangement. lt

ground if there is wide dichotomy

should be emphasized here that

in human resource

endow-

ments of such states.
This may breed jealousy,
skepticism, suspicion, hatred
etc. between units in the cooperation. This situation reduces
the prospects of inter state cooperation for developments. On
the other hand, the wealthy units
in such cooperation would prefer a state-central arrangement
(since they stand to gain more).
Similarly, inter-state relations/cooperation can be affected by the distribution of political party affiliations (Ayoade,
1980). When opposing political
parties control, two states, communication along political lines
can hardly take place. This can
be particularly more serious
when unhealthy inter-state rivalry and conflict date back in
history than the era of the existing political party arrangement.
lf such cooperating units
(states) were created out of a
former larger state (e.9. Ekiti and
Ondo states or Oyo and Osun
States) particularly for the purpose of meeting local interests,
desires or needs, they are likely
to remain at logger heads with
each other. Furthermore, if this
situation persists and is reinforced by an on-going boundary
dispute(s), the negative effect on
inter-states relation/cooperation
can be further exacerbated. An-

other factor which may have a
very serious negative impact on
cooperation is the issue of assets sharing between or among
such states attendant by their
creation from former (and by
definition, larger,) state. lf the
assets sharing exercises is not
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perceived to have been carried
out in an honest, and fair manner, inter-state relations may
remain negative.

THE CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

At the outset, it should
be recognised that economic
development is not equivalent to
the total development of a soclety; it is only a part - or one dimension - of general development. We usually focus on the
nation-state as the unit of development, but "national development" is a term which encompasses, at a minimum, social
and political development, as
well as economic development,
in the building of national identity.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
One quite legitimate system of analysis is to regard interstate development cooperation in Nigeria in the area of education as very low. One would
expect (and rightly too) that a
developing country like Nigeria
where from experience, smaller
states are carved from larger
ones, education being a catalyst
of development, would be used
as a means of national united

and peaceful coexistence. lf
education is a major instrument

for economic and social development and if one of the strongest obstacles to educational de-

velopment is inadequate finance, one would tend to wonder why there has not been noticeable interstate cooperation to
ameliorate the problem of inad-
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equate finance in the area of
education provision/development in Nigeria?.
The development of the
post - independent period in Nigeria is the growing division of
educational attainment of citizens along geographicallzonal
Iines, with the leading edges of
educational advance concentrated in some states while a
disportionate larger number of
states is classified as "educationally disadvantaged".
lf we try to survey the
relevance of interstate development cooperation in education
provision in Nigeria, the whole
picture is such that as an old
state is further divided into two
or more smaller states, the educational institution(s) which one
would expect to be retained and
jointly owned, financed and
managed by the states concerned sometimes become political ping pong. The
institution(s) is/are handed over
to the Federal government immediately, or managed by the
cooperating states for a short
while and later taken over by the
Federal government or is/are
unilaterally seized permanently
by a more powerful state and
becomes one of its assets as
happened between Ondo and
Ekiti states recently in respect
of the Ondo State University
Ado-Ekiti and Ondo State College of Education, lkere-Ekiti.
The political bickering
that usually attends assets
sharing exercise between newly
created states (from the same
'mother' state) at least of recent

in the political history of Nigeria

calls for serious concern Despite the fact that both Ondo and
Ekiti states governments are
controlled by the same political
party (Alliance for Democracy),
yet the two states could not
agree by practical demonstration, to share their assets without rancour. lt was reported that
the Ekiti State Assembly hurriedly passed into law a bill,
making the former Ondo State
University, prima facie the property of the EkitiState University.
A move was reported to have
been taken by the Ondo state
government to sue Ekiti State for
what the former considered as
an illegal and unconstitutional
take-over of the University by the
latter.
The case of the Kaduna
Polytechnic owned and managed by the then Northern Re-

gional government was later
handed over to the Federal gov.ernment when the newly created northern states could not
come to terms on the modalities
on how the institution would be
managed. This happened to a
region, which hitherto was re-

ferred to as the 'monolithic
north'. One could wonder why
the northern states could not
appreciate the ownership advantages which uncontestably
would have been theirs, if they
have successfully cooperated to
jointly own and manage the
polytechnic.
Experience also shows
that Edo State and Delta State
(which jointly owned Bendel
State University in the old Bendel
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State before the splitting of the
State into Edo and Delta states)
could not peacefully carry on the
joint ownership of the University.

The two States shared the
Ekpoma main campus to Edo
State and Abraka Campus of the
University to Delta State. The
two campuses were later renamed Ambrose Alli University
and Delta State University respectively by their owners.
ln the old Oyo state, the
lbadan Polytechnic with its four
Satellite campuses and three

colleges of Education were
shared between the newly created States of Oyo and Osun
based on the states where the
campuses fall into. The arrangement was such that lbadan
Polytechnics with, its two campuses at Saki and Eruwa and
the St. Andrew's College of Education were ceded to Oyo state
while the Polytechnics at lree
and Esaoke with the colleges of

Education at llesa and llaOrangun became the property
of the Osun state government.
However (though not without
some initial teething problems)
the two states agreed that the
Oyo state University of Technology (which later became known
as Ladoke Akintola University of
Technology - LAUTECH) would
be owned, financed and managed joint between them. This
appears to be the only existing
University that is jointly owned
by two sister states. This fit is
possible because of the good will
and understanding of the governments and peoples of the
two states. The two states now

enjoy locational and ownership
advantages of the University. lt
has strengthened the cooperation, peaceful co-existence and
better understanding between
the two states. This cooperation may last for only sometime
as there are already plans by the
Osun State government to establish its own university.
Provided they can forget
their differences, and if the Osun
State government would not
necessarily set up another university for the purpose of seeking political relevance and legitimacy form the electorate, its
contribution to LAUTECH would
improve the quality of education
and research in the institution.
It would also improve inter-state
cooperation, which this country
needs very badly. lf education
implies the accumulation of human capital, like any capital
stock, the more human-capital
formation that takes place, the
higher the productivity of workers. As Carmel, (1982) rightly
observed, the kind of inter state
educational development cooperation which at present exists
between Oyo and Osun State
could reasonably lead to further
cooperation in other areas viz
infrastructural provision, transport, industry, research and
technology sharing .The incursion of the military into the Nigerian body politic soon after
independence heightened ethnic consciousness and the demand for state creation. This
further intensified local community and inter state competition
in education. The present situ-

ation where each state plans to

establish educational institutions of its own should be encouraged with caution. Economies of scale can be achieved
when States pulltheir resources
together and set up much big-

ger and efficient institutions.
What Nigeria needs at the moment is not indiscriminate proliferation of higher institutions of
learning but a situation where
states which are freely disposed
to each other would jointly own,
finance and manage institutions
of learning. Many of the newly
established institutions (notably
polytechnics and universities)
came into being for political and
prestige reasons. lt is instructive to draw attention to the fact
that many of the state owned
educational institutions are, in
most cases not able to utilise
the facilities provided because
their ethnic catchment areas
cannot produce enough qualified students. Thls amounts to
serious waste of scarce resources. State governments
should therefore cooperate
among themselves (through
joint ownership) and provide
needed funds and human resources to adequately equip
and expand infrastructures to
meet the ever rising demand for
education the country.
CONCLUSION
Educational provision as
we have discovered in this brief
analysis is politics. The process of allocating resources to
the sector vis-a-vis other sectors depends again on the po-
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litical priorities of the decisionmakers. Whether or not different states, which belong to the
same ideological camp, can
and will cooperate in the field of
education in future is not certain. ln orderwords, birds of the
same feather may not necessary fly together politically. The
empirical analysis of existing
facts have further strengthened
the hypothesis that there exists
a structural and cause - effect
relationship between education
and other aspects of the social
structure. Political competition
is one of the powerful aspects
of this structure.
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